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We here at Pioneer Gun Works take extreme pride in血e craftsmanship that we have endeavored to

ins皿and improve upon over血e years. We understand that a smooth, functioning and QUALITY built

fiream’wi血quality manufactured parts is key to our success’and over the years have appreciated血e

CuStOmer base that we have worked very hard to build and sa血sfy with our custom made rifles.

We also realize that血ere are many shooteI.S With equally as many types of shooting styles ranging from

Preferred primer types and brands, brass, bullets and the fundamentals of the actual rounds. (OVerall

length, bullet shape etc)

As competitive shooters in SASS for over 15 years’We have had the pleasure of working with literally

血ousands of happy customers and friends・ We have experienced and compiled a list of issues血at pop

up from time to血me as well as the remedies to these issues to insure血e BEST experience when using

a PGW rifle. Whe血er you are a competitive shooter, Or just a firearms enthusiast with a desire to have

the best quality running fiream, We Will do our very best to enhance your experience to the best of our

abilities!

Enclosed is a host of popular issues’reCOmmendations and helpful tips to insure that your best

infoI.med with how to tackle even血e most simple issues that we have encountered over the years! Use

this as a reference tool to guide you and help educate you on血e ways of the rifle! ;)



Ff雌fno and Hmino ofPGW sJIOrt StrOke癌ts.

町f you are in血e position to install a PGW short stroke kit on your own, and when going through血e

血ning process of installing a PGW short stroke kit, it is important to note that血e material removal

from血e岨er am is a c正ical and somet血es t血e血eusive process. Tbo li血e removed from血e

desired area (as shown in血e installation instructions) will cause血e ca正er to interface with血e bottom

tab on血e bolt and/or ro皿d in血e chamber' Too MUCH material removed, and your timing will be

血rown’CauSing血e ca血er to not rea心血e highest po血on血e forward lever throw. I encourage our

oustomers to read through血e installation instructions before, and DURING血e installation of血e kit to

iusure a through installation. If you are using a vice and a hand file to血m血e mate正al, it ⊂an be a bit

tedious. But trust me, it is better to take your血e wi心地s血an remove too much metal and require a

repair job or a new皿er arm.

掘sc・ fss標eS伽d餌的eS書ioれS.

*You may notice血at when血e hammer is back on your rifle and血e鯖ring pin extension is w血in血e

frame and pushing on血e end of血e FPE,血at血e FPE w皿not retract. THIS IS COMPLETELY

NORMAL! ! The retraction of血e Fi血g Pin Extension happens when血e han.皿er出ts血e back of血e

FPE. It may seem to血e logical mind that血e FPE SHOULD retract after pushing it in, but rest

assured血at血is is a typical action of how血e rifle f皿Ctious and in no way hinders血e proper use of

the gun. It’s just how it is made.

*When you install a PGW fi血g pin in your g皿, and you notice血at when血e bolt assembly is placed

back toge血er血at血e tip of the pin is protruding out of血e face of血e bolt. Take血e pin out of血e

assembly and with a bench grinder, dremel or hand制e, remOVe material from血e BACK end of血e

f血ng pin. A small amo皿t Of removal at a time is preferred. Re血sta11血e firing pin and血e bolt

assembly, and che⊂k to see血at血e pin is Hush or barely behind血e face of血e bolt. If not, rePeat血e

ProCeSS until it is.

*Most issues regarding parts installation can be recognized by thoroughly reading over the installations

instructions of our parts. The short stroke kits, COil mainspring conversion kits and action springs ALL

COme Wi血fully illustrated instructions, eXPlaining in detail how to properly fit them into your rifle. In

the event that we have discovered an issue that must be attended to in order to properly install our parts,

you will see a focus of血ese issues in BOLD RED LETTERING in the instructions血emselves!

Please make a note of paying dose attention to these sections’aS they will need to be acknowledged for

PrOPer install〔血on and function of our parts and kits. You can download our instruc血ons for free from

Our Website on the αtechnical information,, section of the site.



Amm肌摘on. re-Ioad jssHeS a加重匹.

*Though there are MANY brands of mass-market ammunition available to the common shooter, We at

PGW recommend that you ONIY use re-獲oaded ammunition through our ri且es -Or- StOre bought

ammo that has a lower-grain count. Due to inconsistencies in the manufacture of store bought ammo,

We have found that no Ioad can ever be as precise as血ose you load by hand.

Our parts are made from a material血at is lighter in alloy than the existing stock material of血e gun

Pa虹S・ Because of皿s’they are designed to take the full force of a possible out-Of-battery discharge

CauSed by heavy loaded rounds’double loaded rounds or the like. This will preserve your rifle in the

POSSible event this unfortunate mishap occurs・ Of course, many Shooters have good results with store

bough ammo・ In those ⊂aSeS We just say血at beyond our recommendation, Whatever ammo you wish to

run through your rifle once we have built it is up to you. Again, We have built血ese recommendations

OVer YEARS of experience and simply wish to help you avoid any issue BEFORE it happens・

華Overal=ength of the round is important in how smoo心血e rifle with feed and properly cy⊂le the

rounds. Wさhave fo皿d that an over all round length of between l.44-1.56 will insure proper feeding

and血e smoothest cycling of血e rounds. For re-loaders,血is can be invaluable info, and allows for a

Wide variance on measurement in which to work with.

華The best bullet shape that we have found to insure proper feeding is血oⅧ aS a “rOund-nOSed flat

POint”. Thebest examplewouldbe血e “38 AND 357 CALIBER RNFP HARD CAST LEAD

BULLETS’’that we sell on our website from Badman Bullets. We do NOT recommend the

tapered flat-POint, Or Otherwise known and “truncated cone” bullets due to the fact that

they may have a tenancy to grip into the primer pocket of the following round. They can

also sometimes also cause safety issues if the length is too long by compressing against

the primers.

*A tight and full αroll-Crimp,, on every round is highly recommended to insure proper

feeding of the round into the chamber. For this, We reCOmmend using the ``Lee Factory,,

Crimp die. You can purchase this retail for less than $20, and it will insure that the lip of

the brass will not catch on the outside of the chamber entry point〇

着Proper choice of primers will insure a good rate of firing consistency every time! We

recommend using Mag-teCh, Federal or Winchester primers for the best rate of consistent
fire.

*Many types of brass can be successfu11y used in re-loading. However, aS a SuggeStion, it

is best to keep only ONE type ofbrass for the majority of your re-loads. For example, if

you were to load ten rounds in your rifle, but have 20 rounds oftwo types ofbrass (ten of

One and ten of another) separate them into two piles and use ten of one, than ten of the

Other. Many brass brands are quality, but not all brass is of the same dimensions. This can

SOmetimes cause extraction issues, due to different thickness measurements of the rim.

We only use買Starline,, brass in the re-loads that we use through our personal rifles. Many

PeOPle have asked for info on this’We Can Only tell you what we use and what we

recommend.



Brass carrfeγ mOdfffcatfon,伽d aJ重,mi皿m Carrfer care fo…Se fn PGW rifIes.

*Many shooters like to use the existing brass carrier with our guns. However, due to the

modification of the rifles we make, and with implementation of our PGW short stroke
kits’the brass carrier will have to be slightly modified for proper use. This modification

takes on average 5 minutes to do, and will give you that αold fashioned,, feeling when

CyCling your rifle' For instructions on how to modify your brass carrier, Please refer to

the存Technical Info,, section on our website. Once there, yOu Will find a short video that

explains to you in simple and easy to understand tems, just how to modify the stock

町t is NOT necessary to lubricate the PGW aluminum carrier ever’and in fact we strongly

SuggeSt against it・ Many shooters live in different climates that are prone to dusty

environments・ Thick lubrication like White or Silver graphite has a strong tendency to

attract fouling and dirt. In that event, the carrier will move very sluggishly, and won’t

Perform properly. Make sure that the space that the carrier occupies is free of lubrication,

grit, dirt, mOisture, burrs and lead deposits before installing.

Lりbrica肩on.
*Lubrication of your gun parts should only be done to critical parts that interface with

Others or against themselves. When lubricating, it is suggested that you use a LOW
Viscosity lubricant. Thick, PetrOleum type lubricants are messy to clean, and tend to存gum

up the works’’. We at PGW, uSe a quality lubricant ⊂alled “Machine Gunner,s Lube” in

Our OWn rifles and in every custom built rifle. Originally manufactured for use in semi

and fully automatic firearms, it was designed to withstand temperatures exceeding 500

degrees. When applied, it will seep into small areas and lubricates with a fine molly that
StayS Where applied. You can purchase Machine Gunner’s Lube on our website at

Pioneergunworks,COm


